HOLISTIC MARTIAL ARTS
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MASTER RICH MOONEY PICTURED HERE USING

Johnny Silmon pours forth his tho~ts on the defini
tion of the HoliStic Martial Artist and offers advice on
ways to achieve this status.
ome time ago, Bob Sykes,

S

tive all depending on your belief system .

mentioned that he would like

For many people, the physical body is the

me to write an article on what

be all and end all , and when we breathe our

I considered a holistic martial

last breath and our life expires that's the end

artist to be ... As I went away

of it, job done! There is nothing wrong with

digesting his request and thinking about

that if it works for you because people might

the article, my mind began to muse over all

argue we can only deal with life in front of

the aspects of 'Holism' that I understood .

us in the here and now, so I can understand

Like any such undertaking there are always

the sense of reasoning. Howeve r, I feel

questions to be asked - the whats, the whys

by having a holistic approach it will better

and the hows. So, with that in mind the

equ ip us whatever arises. I see people as

first one I asked myself was, 'what is the

more than just the physical body though. I

definition of Holistic?' The two definitions

believe we have a Spirit, which might be

that came up most and aptly captured its

defined as the God conscious spark inside

essence are:

of us that also connects everyone and

a. Emphasizing the importance of the whole

everything, even if we are atheist. We also

and the interdependence of its parts.

each have a Soul made up of our mind, will,

b. Concerned with wholes rather than analy

emotions an d our unique personality. Finally

sis or separation into parts.

we live in a physica l body but are NOT the
physical body, as important as it is. There

Now, Holism in itself can be totally subjec

whatisa

exists inter-dependence between all th ree
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to give you is a deep appreciation for the

stillness into his or her day. They may often

gift of life. The holistic martial artist strives

have a 'secret place' such as by a lake or

not only for balance but to extract as much

some other natural setting that allows them

experience as life can give, not only for

to dispel this build up of internal 'toxicity'

self but to positively affect others. There is

and bring the raging seas inside their head

responsibility involved here.

to a place of still waters. There are many

Going back to the question, why live a holis

seek to fuse the breath and meditation to

forms of martial arts such as Tai Chi that
tic life as martial artists? The simple answer

gether. There is so much out there, you just

is because it will greatly benefit us. Starting

need to look and keep it simple. My advice

with the physical body, the holistic martial

is stay away from anything overly funda

artist is highly attuned, knowing when to

mentalist. Balance is the key in all things.

push during training and when to back off.
Over-reaching and overtraining can often be

The holistic martial artist also seeks to be

very detrimental, not only to performance ,

a peacemaker and live a life of harmony,

but this can then spillover to our health

not only with the people around but with

making us more prone to injuries and lower

all living things. Now I am not in any way

ing our immune systems . One thing that

subscribing to a life of pacifism because

all holistic martial artists seem to have in

one aspect of the holistic martial

common is that they BREATHE. Often over

artist is that he or she is a warrior

looked yet beautifully Simple, your breath

and will fight when needed, both

has to be the starting point. Observe your

physically and for just causes.

breathing and note if you take fast shallow
breaths or deeply fill up your lungs , literally
'eating ' the oxygen before breathing out and
dispelling carbon dioxide. This very simple
thing just cannot be over-emphasised .
Therapists and Psychologists wi ll often get
their patients to breathe deeply when they

de

are stressed out. Remember, life isn 't easy.

fend the

Everything out there tries to take from us.

weak. The

Taxes, bills, mounting debt, mistakes we

holistic warrior is silent

have made and family problems are all

and stealth-like and doesn't

things that we have to face on a daily basis

drawn attention. They are in

and can so easily make us highly stressed

control of their emotions but

and rob us of our joy. Therefore we need

this is also because they

simple weapons such as breathing which

have of course taken time

should be the starting point. Another tool

to breathe and subdue the

that we should use whenever needed is to

raging mind. So you can

develop a quiet or meditative mind .

see there are many benefits

Coinciding with all this stress we face ,

things from a holistic perspec

more and more people have been having

tive . It does not need to be

for martial artists of looking at

mental issues . Diseases such as insomnia

'new age' or 'spacey'

right through to nervous breakdowns and

or reli

depression seem to be on the increase in

gious in

our societies. In times past even I have been

anyway

prone to such things and it isn't nice at all,

what

it's often a dark and lonely place, with the

soever.

demons often trying to rear their disgusting

Simply put

heads . No matter how you look at it, life will
throw bombs at you but it's how you man

see a bigger picture and

age the inevitable collateral damage that

looks to work with not

often dictates how you will get through .

only the rhythms of the
day but also the chang

With all of this noise not only around us but
also in our heads, being able to turn down
the noise and cultivate the quiet mind can
prove so useful. The holistic martial artist

ing of the seasons .

